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CBM PRESIDENT’S REVIEW

T

he political landscape changes again - as a new Prime
Minister is appointed. With typical Bojo Mojo he has
swiftly appointed a very pro-Brexit Cabinet. Whilst this
will surprise nobody the prospect of a ‘No Deal’ moves
sharply closer to reality.
The clock is now ticking towards October 31st - to exit with or
without a deal. Whatever your take on ‘Brexit’, and recognising
there is plenty to be optimistic about, the prospect of a ‘no deal’
is seen by the majority of business groups as highly disruptive
to UK businesses across many sectors. The CBI says the
UK is not ready for a ‘no deal Brexit’ adding “while the UK’s
preparations to date are welcome, the unprecedented nature
of Brexit means some aspects cannot be mitigated”. Despite
investment in planning to date, businesses “remain hampered
by unclear advice, timelines, cost and complexity.”
Having worked on Brexit issues since last year, l agree that,
despite the excellent support we receive from the Department
for Energy, Innovation and Strategy (BEIS), there remains a
lack of clarity all the way through the supply chain.
The CBM is heavily aligned to the automotive sector, which
contributes £18.6 billion to the UK economy, employs hundreds
of thousands and delivers the most significant contribution to
UK trade of any manufacturing sector. The views of the SMMT
represent that of a substantial number of our members. Writing
to the new Prime Minister on 26th July, SMMT Chief Executive,
Mike Hawes clearly stated that the sector “cannot continue
to deliver these benefits (to the economy) or take advantage
of new opportunities, if the UK leaves the EU without a deal. A
no-deal Brexit would result in huge tariff costs and disruption
that would threaten production, as well as further undermining
international investors’ confidence in the UK.” A sombre but
realistic take that should be listened to.
Both of these major bodies are clear. The Government needs
to find a resolution that works for business, rather than plough
on and crash out with a no-deal. Our politicians have already
been found wanting; the last thing we need is further disruption
and indecision.
The CBM has written to BEIS, which has been very supportive
throughout the Brexit process. As ever, they responded promptly
and will continue to keep our members fully informed. They
committed to work with us to try and answer any questions on
issues that may arise for our members.
Whilst businesses have been living with Brexit uncertainty, the
lack of investment and a general global downturn in volumes
has seen many members struggling through tough trading
conditions for several months now. One positive move by the
Government would be to address some of the misinformation
on diesel cars, which has led to serious downturns in volumes.
Greg Clarke went someway to addressing this but the mantle
needs to be picked up again.
One area where businesses, especially our SMEs, need serious
help is on cash flow. This causes 50,000 company failures a year,
according to the Federation of Small Businesses. The recent
downturn combined with Brexit hasn’t helped. Then we see
finance houses withdrawing credit insurance, compounding
the issue. CBM has raised this with BEIS but its priorities are
elsewhere. For a number of years supply chain practices have
pushed more pressure on the supplier base. OEMs expect
suppliers to cover the cost of tooling programmes without
payment until 60 days after PPAP, creating lines of credit to fund
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tooling. Payment terms are routinely set at 60 days as a
prerequisite to being on the nomination list. This is bad
enough to manage during growth periods, as you have other
commitments on capital expenditure. In a downturn it results in
the supply chain being stretched. We then see this compounded
by numerous examples of unscrupulous customers extending
payment terms out to 90 days and beyond. The pressure on the
supply chain is relentless, especially from Tier 2 downwards.
This is unacceptable. Cashflow is the life blood of any company.
Even good companies have failed; more precisely, been forced
to fail.
Policy on payment terms for government contractors goes
someway to bringing companies in line. Contractors are
requested to pay 95% of invoices on 60 days and work towards
30-day payment terms. Any company failing to comply could
be removed from the government suppliers list and miss out
multi-million-pound contracts. To date a number of companies
have been warned but no sanctions applied. Name and shame
is not really working - more stringent enforcement is required.
Furthermore, the Government needs to expand the initiative
into the private sector so supply chains in our sector are
protected. If you are running a good business and meeting your
customers’ requirements, then you should be paid - in full and
on time!
As l mentioned in our last edition, we have worked hard,
networking and lobbying to support our members – to be that
‘one stop shop’ of support on any issue that arises. However,
the pressures facing the majority of SME suppliers currently
- cashflow and declining orders being the main ones – mean
they are focused entirely on the problem in hand – finding it
hard to take a step back to look at their future strategy and
how to get there. We have tried to bring this to our members
attention with limited success but we will continue to
persevere. Jonathan Dudley, Crowe’s Head of Manufacturing,
recently highlighted the same subject in its latest ‘Manufacture
News’ titled “What’s next for your business”, urging you to step
back and decide which routes you need to take. Take a look
at Crowe’s website (www.crowebusinesslifecycle.co.uk). It will
certainly give you ‘food for thought’ on your route forward.
Despite the issues l have mentioned it is also important we
focus on some of the positive news over the past few months
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and the opportunities it brings to members and the region as a
whole. We’ve seen announcements of support for investment in
Electrification - both in the development of battery technology
and a new production line at JLR’s Castle Bromwich plant.
The latter ought to quieten the rumour-mongers who were too
quick to pronounce the plant’s demise. It is great news for the
workforce and all those who support them in the supply chain.
I also attended the excellent Autonomous, Connected, Electric
and Shared (ACES) networking event at WMG hosted by its CEO,
Archie MacPherson. The event showcased new technologies
that will radically change how we travel. As the SMMT states,
the UK has always been at the forefront of transport innovation
and manufacturing. The ACES transport agenda will ensure
the UK remains competitive in a global market.
The CBM has also been supporting opportunities arising
in the rail sector, not only on HS2 but infrastructure locally.
The TransCityRail event earlier in July certainly highlighted
some of the opportunities with some mind-blowing figures on
investment and growth in the region due to HS2 and improved
infrastructure connecting the Midlands. We have already seen
major businesses relocating from London to Birmingham and
studies show the region could grow by the equivalent of the
population of Liverpool, with investment of billions.

Maria Machancoses, Director of Midlands Connect, gave an
impassioned talk on our region – she should be an adopted
‘Brummie’! She highlighted opportunities for the region and
for the local suppliers. With targets to hit on SME participation,
it’s a big opportunity and we need to be prepared.
It was notable that Boris bypassed Birmingham to visit
Manchester to launch the Northern Rail link. We know the new
Prime Minister has been sceptical of HS2 previously so it will
be interesting to see his take, now he is in office. I have already
requested an update from BEIS on HS2 and I’m sure Maria and
her Midlands Connect team will be doing the same.
Finally, a reminder on the CBM Annual Dinner and Awards on
September 27th at the Raddison Blu Hotel at East Midlands
Airport. This will be an excellent event to showcase the best of
our members, and for them to network and enjoy an excellent
night of entertainment in a relaxed atmosphere.

Steve Morley,
President of the Confederation of British Metalforming
DIARY DATES

OCTOBER
• NORTHERN MANUFACTURING
AND ELECTRONICS
2-3 October
• EUROFORGE MEETING – TURKEY
10 - 11 October
• CBM H, S & E GROUP MEETING
15 October
• CBM MINI EXPO
16 October
• ICOSPA PRESIDENTS’ MEETING
28 - 30 October
• ADVANCED ENGINEERING
EXHIBITION
30 - 31 October

NOVEMBER
• METALLURGY FOR
NON-METALLURGISTS
COURSE
12-13 November

DIARY DATES 2019

SEPTEMBER
• METALS COUNCIL MEETING
11 September
• STRATEGIC PLANNING
24 September
• FASTENER SECTOR MEETING
25 September
• CBM ANNUAL DINNER AND AWARDS
27 September

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THESE & OTHER CBM EVENTS AT WWW.THECBM.CO.UK

www.thecbm.co.uk
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CBM MEMBERSHIP

THE CBM – HELPING THE UK’S METALFORMING INDUSTRIES TO PROSPER AND GROW

CBM MEMBERSHIP…
WHAT’S IN IT FOR YOU?

CBM is the leading trade association for UK manufacturers of fasteners, forgings, pressings and cold rolled products; the
very building blocks of UK manufacturing. CBM members provide high quality components to key industry sectors; indeed
virtually every manufacturing sector buys components from a CBM member company, most of which hold a range of third party
quality accreditations.
In addition to CBM’s manufacturing companies, its associate members include suppliers of materials, equipment, consumables
and services, universities and research bodies – a true reflection of CBM’s support of a totally integrated metalforming community.
GOVERNMENT LOBBYING
• Lobbying on sector issues and challenges
• Industrial strategy
• Submissions to government consultations
ENERGY
• Climate Change Levy rebates
• Energy services: measurement, Energy Saving
Opportunity Scheme (ESOS) audits,
energy efficiency workshops
MEMBER PROMOTION
• Enquiries
• Buyers’ guide
• CBM website
• Exhibitions
• Metal Matters magazine
TECHNICAL SUPPORT
• Expert knowledge about fastener, sheet metal/presswork,
cold rolling and forging techniques
HEALTH & SAFETY
• Regular health, safety & environment group meetings
• Accident statistics to reduce accidents
• Helpline for all your health & safety questions
• Occupational health services
TRAINING / SKILLS / ENGAGEMENT WITH SCHOOLS
• Tackling the skills agenda
• Industry specific courses
• Raise awareness of career potential within our industry
• Metalforming Training Centre

KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER
• Monthly Market reports
• Project opportunities
• Regular networking opportunities
• Briefings and Seminars
• Metal Matters magazine
• CBM website
INSURANCE SERVICES
• Cost effective insurance solutions for its members
OTHER BENEFITS
• Members’ buying group
• R&D tax claims
• Business support helpline for all your employment
and HR questions
• International links
• National Metalforming Centre Conference Venue –
Discounted rates for CBM members
• British Standards Institution
CBM MEMBERSHIP
• Full Membership is available to companies who
manufacture in the UK, by metalforming processes,
particularly those who are engaged in hot and cold
forging, and the shaping, cutting and forming of sheet
metal.
• Associate membership is available to companies and
organisations who supply services to the manufacturers.

CONTACT CBM NOW ON 0121 601 6350

t: 0121 601 6350 • e: info@thecbm.co.uk • www.thecbm.co.uk
Confederation of British Metalforming • National Metalforming Centre • 47 Birmingham Road • West Bromwich • West Midlands B70 6PY
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The CBM Annual
Dinner & Awards

Last year we revived the tradition of the CBM Annual Dinner and received brilliant
feedback from attendees, who dined, danced and networked with peers from
across the industry. Now we’re preparing an even more exciting event for 2019,
with new awards, a great keynote speaker, fantastic music…. and, of course, YOU!

The CBM Metalforming Awards
New industry awards will recognise excellence within our membership
- how better to promote your company’s accomplishments and talent?
Winners will be announced for:
•

Emerging Engineer

•

HSE Initiative of the Year

of the Year
• Company of the Year
Don’t miss a great opportunity to recognise collegues and boost

“Guests were dancing
the whole time”

your profile.

With special thanks to our awards sponsors:

Keynote Speaker: Carl Chinn MBE
Social historian and Peaky Blinders expert
Author of ‘The Real Peaky Blinders’, famous Midland’s historian,
columnist, broadcaster and a real champion for manufacturing as a
recipient of the ISME Gold Medal for “commitment, enthusiasm and
support for our manufacturing heritage.”
Carl will captivate you with his knowledge and anecdotes.

Fantastic Night of Top Tunes
Last year the dance floor was packed - members and partners told
us how wonderful it was. You can expect an even better atmosphere
this year. Listen to the brilliant voice of Lee Osbourne.
Then dance away the night to Mother Popcorn providing the coolest
rock, funk, pop and indie covers from the 60’s to the present day.

Start planning now
“The band was
totally awesome”

Friday 27 September 2019
6:45pm until late @ the Radisson Blu, Derby.

Contact: melinda.jean@thecbm.co.uk
or telephone: 0121 601 6350
www.thecbm.co.uk
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TRAINING

NEW TOOL PROCESS DESIGN ENGINEER
APPRENTICESHIP – SIGN UP COLLEAGUES
FOR SEPTEMBER 2019
The CBM have been spearheading development of an apprenticeship to meet requirements
specific to the metalforming industry. The Tool Process Design Engineer level 6 (degree)
apprenticeship is a new way for companies to use their levy. It’s nearly ready for a September
2019 start – and is set to fill a strategic skills gap in the industry.
- WHAT THE APPRENTICESHIP OFFERS
METALFORMING BUSINESSES
The standard is now published on the Institute for Apprenticeships and
Technical Education website. There are three components:
• B Eng degree
• Specialist tool process design engineering training
in a purpose-built workshop
• End-point assessment
In addition to developing the standard and the end-point assessment,
we are in discussions with universities including the AMRC at Sheffield
University, the University of Wolverhampton and Warwick University to
ensure the degree component satisfies the sector’s needs.
The specialist training will be delivered in two one-week blocks.
Subjects include foundation practical skills, power press knowledge,
press tool applications, wider knowledge of metalforming/cutting, a
selection of production methods, CAD tool design and interpretation
of CAD models/tolerances and SCs, feasibility review of components,
process design and capacity planning, strategic material utilisation,
appreciation of estimating, appreciation of poke yoke, metallurgical
properties, understanding of die steels and heat treatment, strategic
SMED considerations and checking fixture design for components.
The end-point assessment is nearing completion. It will include
measures that allow apprentices to demonstrate both competence
and job knowledge for this senior technical role. The assessment is
rigorous and must meet the Institute’s national quality requirements.

• The Team (left to right):
Melinda Jean, Marie Williams, Steve Morley,
Geraldine Bolton, Louise Campbell.

- NEXT STEPS
Over the next few weeks, we will be contacting CBM members to
understand the likely number of recruits for the first intake, which will
start in late September 2019. We require a minimum of 25 participants
to make it viable.
Members will be able to use their apprenticeship levy to access all
three components. There’s no age restriction, so it’s ideal both for
upskilling existing engineers and for new entrants.
Please use the flyer below to promote the programme and raise
interest within your organisation.
For further information, please email:
geraldine.bolton@thecbm.co.uk.

UTILISE YOUR APPRENTICESHIP LEVY THROUGH A

LEVEL 6 TOOL PROCESS DESIGN
ENGINEER APPRENTICESHIP

WOULD THIS PROGRAMME SUPPORT YOUR BUSINESS?

T

hrough the CBM, a trailblazer group are in the process of
creating a standard which would develop the Knowledge, Skills
and Behaviors of Tool Process Design Engineers across the sheet
metal process sector.
Through this degree level programme, apprentices will gain experience
of designing new tooling processes for high volume production, using
computer aided engineering technologies whilst following industry
best practice and principles.
The apprentice will gain experience through their off the job learning;
which will include a B Eng degree, work-based development and
projects as well as practical modules focused around tooling design,
simulation and feasibility testing delivered by Industry professionals.
Expected duration 48-72 months dependent on experience.
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TECHNICAL

GET CONNECTED ?
There are several funded initiatives coming through right now for smaller manufacturers, among them;
Digital Catalysts
AutoCad’s Future of Manufacturing Initiative

Digital Innovation for Manufacturing
Warwick Manufacturing Group

Knowledge Transfer Partners
Universities

Manufacturing Growth Programme
Economic Growth Solutions

Bridging 4 Innovators
Science and Technology Facilities Council

AMTECCA
University of Birmingham

Walk the Line
Manufacturing Technology Centre

If you have started on Lean, this is a perfect way into these and will keep things focussed on your business aims. If you haven’t,
these providers will look for the more obvious routes to take. One of the tools MTC use is to see where you are along the route of
information connectivity.

The best way to get information is directly from your machines.
WMG have installed sensors on a forging press and a sheet
metal press shop. These will show how much and how hard the
machines are used and other features - some hard evidence for
our own sectors that we hope to report on soon.
It’s a similar outlook for predictive maintenance – there are
already systems out there that you can connect into that will
learn about your machine behaviour over a two week cycle and
then be ready to give you a priority list of those needing specific
attention. Results have been impressive with maintenance costs
reduced, machine uptime improved and payback in months
not years. But first, the machines need to be connected!
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Large companies have been doing this for some time and
enjoying benefits of higher overall productivity. Which brings us
to cyber security, one of the biggest reasons smaller companies
are not connecting up. And you’re not alone in worrying about
this – recent surveys have shown that many companies have
been hit by attacks and it is expected that many more have but
will not admit it publically. Positive action is needed to protect
your business and is available.
CBM is working with MTC, AMRC, WMG and others to bring
relevant information and contacts for you. A first step could be
to talk to us for some direction.
Contact davideales@thecbm.co.uk
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Health warnings spotted on
Wikipedia definition of Industry 4.0 This article appears to contain a
large number of buzzwords.
This article possibly contains
unsourced predictions, speculative material,
or accounts of events that might not occur
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HEATH & SAFETY

HAVS – HOW PROSECUTION CAN
FURTHER IMPACT YOUR BUSINESS
By Satish Lakhiani, Noise and Vibration consultant, Essel Acoustics

The pain felt by a business does not stop after prosecution. It should consider the further consequences.

T

he risk of Hand Arm Vibration Syndrome (HAVS) due to
vibration exposure is well known, but businesses often
still seem unable to tackle it effectively. According to HSE
statistics, 2 million people are at risk from developing
HAVS and it is a compensable injury under RIDDOR. A lack
of preventative control measures and health surveillance
may lead to the likelihood of HAVS cases developing with
an increasing chance of a prosecution. In addition to any
imposed fines one must realise that there are other factors,
some of them non-quantifiable, which could also adversely
affect the business.

- THE AFFECTED
HAVS is a collective term given to disorders of the fingers, hands,
and lower arms that arise as a result of uncontrolled exposure to
hand transmitted vibration, through use of powered tools. These
include grinding wheels, abrasive blasts, angle grinders, drills,
sanders, die grinders, and etching/engraving tools.
HAVS effects the blood vessels, nerves, and joints, and may be
irreversible if left unchecked. For a HAVS sufferer, everyday tasks
like holding a cup of tea steadily, operating a smartphone, or
buttoning up a shirt become very difficult, impacting on normal
everyday life.
- PROSECUTION
Employers are required to protect staff under the Control of
Vibration at Work Regulations (2005) which sets exposure limits.
And with the introduction of the Sentencing Council Guidelines
in 2016, the penalties for hand arm vibration now regularly hit six
figures, where one fine reached £0.5million. Even after prosecution
business can face further significant costs.
- FURTHER PAIN
Consider the possible further financial effects on the prosecuted
business:

•
•
•
•
•

Payment of sick leave
Costs of medical treatment
Early retirement and pension costs
Compensation costs
Costs to cover for redeployment of internal staff
or use of agency supplied staff
• Overtime costs
• Legal costs
• Lost contracts or penalty clauses on delayed contracts
• Investigative and monitoring costs
• Increased liability insurance premiums.
Also think about the non-quantifiable costs:
• Decreased productivity due to staff being absent
for prolonged periods
• Temporary or new staff (if inexperienced) requiring
training or management
• Lower morale of workforce
• High turnover of staff
• Bad publicity and reputational damage
• Failure to attract new or retain good employees
• Other businesses unwilling to outsource work/processes
to yours as a result of your poor safety record.
Don’t underestimate the management costs which may be hidden
in many of the above items listed. But most importantly, consider
the HUMAN cost!
- PROTECTING YOUR BUSINESS
HAVS is almost entirely preventable providing a competent risk
assessment is carried out. To minimise HAVS injuries for those
considered at risk, suitable controls must be implemented in a
timely manner, be well managed, and checked for effectiveness
too. The risk assessment should also identify the need for health
surveillance and relevant training and information to those who
are likely to be most affected and supervisors.
Contact: 07710 356663

www.esselacoustics.com
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HEALTH & SAFETY

NEW EHS GROUP CHAIRMAN
TAKES POST
The Confederation of British Metalforming welcomes John Darlington,
(right) on his appointment as the new CBM Environmental Health &
Safety Group Chairman.

C

ommenting on his appointment John said: “Firstly,
I must say a huge thank you to Ged Robinson,
the immediate past Chairman - from all the CBM
EHS Group members as well as myself - for all his
dedication and hard work during his tenure. It was
a pleasure to work alongside him and he will be
missed. We wish him all the best for the future.

“I am very honoured to have been asked to take over as the new
Chairman of our Environmental, Health & Safety Group. Our
Group is filled with a vast array of EHS knowledge and experience,
and we will strive to ensure that safe, environmentally friendly,
and also best practices and techniques can be shared across all
our industries.
“My main day to day job is as the Health, Safety & Environmental
Manager for Doncasters Ltd, UK Forgings Group, and I have
been in this role for a little over three 3 years. During this time,
I have also been lucky enough to be part of the CBM EHS Group,
and have gained a large amount of new knowledge, ideas and

concepts to help our Doncasters UK Forgings sites to better our
EHS performance.
Happy to be on board and thank you in advance for all your support.
As is the Doncasters’ motto: -

FORGING

BROOKS FORGINGS GROWS
SHACKLE FORMING CAPACITY
Brooks Forgings Ltd is a leading UK manufacturer of forged, machined and fabricated components.

O

ur diverse range of over 20 manufacturing processes enables us to offer a bespoke and tailored solution to
customers requiring non-standard components.

The recent closure of a local shackle manufacturer has given us the opportunity to increase our capacity even further by
acquiring their range of specialised tooling and machinery. We are able to produce shackles with a body diameter of up
to 100mm, in a range of ferrous and non-ferrous
materials by using a combination of upset forging,
drop forging, hot bending and machining processes.
Our standard range includes dee, bow and overhead
powerline shackles and the more specialised
designs such as the heavy-duty 25 & 50 ton NATO
recovery shackles.
If you have a standard or fully bespoke requirement
for shackles, or any other components, please do
not hesitate to contact us on 01384 563356 or visit
our website www.brooksforgings.co.uk for more
information.

www.brooksforgings.co.uk

www.thecbm.co.uk
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FORGING

KIMBERMILLS FORGES AHEAD WITH
100TH BIRTHDAY SALES BOOST
A West Midlands company that helped pave the way for the Channel Tunnel and produces forged parts for
use in hip replacements is celebrating its 100th birthday in style.
KimberMills International, which employs 50 people
across two sites in the Black Country and Coventry, has
enjoyed a £1m boost in its centenary year by securing
new contracts in oil and gas, mining, motorsport and rail.
The order haul has taken sales to a record high of £8m, created six
new jobs and underlined the company’s decision to invest nearly
£1m in a new drop forge at Cradley Heath, additional machining
capabilities and a Materials Requirements Planning (MRP) system.
It’s a far cry from when the firm was first started in Coventry in
1919 by Albert Mills, who turned a hobby for Blacksmithing into a
fully-fledged business, supplying parts for horse drawn carriages
from his garage on the current site on Charterhouse Road.
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“From what was a very local start, we have evolved into a global
manufacturer of high-quality forgings and finished machined
parts, servicing clients across four continents,” explained
Chairman Larry Joyce, who bought the company with John
Simmons in 1993.
“Despite our international reach, we have stayed true to our roots
of being customer focused and taking on complex projects that
some of our rivals will simply not touch.”
He continued: “This is how we believe Albert grew the business in
the early days and we saw no reason to change. We have, however,
looked to diversify our offering and a constant commitment to
investment and innovation has seen us become a trusted supplier
of pipe clamps to petrochemical, engine parts for motorsport,
cutting tools to help build the Channel Tunnel and even
components for NASA.”
Albert Mills was in charge of Mills Forgings until 1956 when he
passed away, leaving his daughter in charge of the forge.
She maintained the running of the company until 1969
when Mr Mills’ grandson Tony Ward took over the reins.
This was a major milestone in the history of the business
and saw it secure big contracts with British Coal and
Land Rover, a change that required investment in the
development of an efficient forge that became one of the
first in the UK to bring in induction heaters instead of gasfired furnaces.
Tony decided to retire in 1993, with a new management
team of Larry Joyce and John Simmons taking over, two
experienced industrialists who had a track record for
delivering ambitious projects.
Over the following 26 years, the company has embarked
on a major expansion plan that has seen significant
organic growth and a number of acquisitions completed with
Kimber Drop Forgings, Taront and ABG Mineral all now falling
under the KimberMills International banner.
Roger Simmons, Managing Director of Mills Forgings and the
son of former owner John, continued: “We have the best forging
technology, the best people and, thanks to recent investment, CAD
systems and simulation software that allow us to get involved
earlier in the design process.
“This helps our customers save time and money in development
costs and ensures they receive a component that will suit often
diverse applications.”
KimberMills is part of the Manufacturing Assembly Network,
an eight-strong group of sub-contract manufacturers and an
engineering design agency who work together to win orders and
share best practice and resource.
The collective, which enjoys more than £75m sales and employs
over 800 people, can offer every engineering discipline imaginable,
including automation and control systems, casting, fabrication,
forging, plastic injection moulding, PCB development, precision
machining and high-volume pressings.
www.kimbermills.co.uk
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£1.2M PROJECT SET UP TO DELIVER LOW
COST, HIGH VALUE MANUFACTURE IN THE
TOOL AND DIE INDUSTRY
The University of Strathclyde’s Advanced Forming Research Centre (AFRC) has joined forces with a
consortium of six other companies to revolutionise the UK’s tool and die sector, paving way for low cost
remanufacture within the industry.

T

he two-year project, named DigiTool, is part funded
by Innovate UK and worth £1.2million – one of the
biggest investments of its kind within the sector for over
40 years.
Designed to combat the high costs associated with die replacement
and repair, the project seeks to extend lifespan and improve
functional performance.
Project partners, all from the advanced manufacturing space,
include Toolroom Technology Limited (TTL), Applied Tech Systems
(ATS), Hybrid Manufacturing Technologies (HMT), INSPHERE Ltd
and Kimber Mills International.
They aim to provide organisations of all sizes with the capability to
remanufacture worn or damaged dies by helping them embrace
additive manufacturing, adaptive machining and industry 4.0.
Using new technologies and processes to remanufacture worn
dies instead of replacing them will help firms save on costs and
materials, while also boosting sustainability.
The consortium is currently exploring additive manufacturing
and adaptive solutions for remanufacturing the damaged areas
on dies using a retrofitted legacy machine tool. Scanning and
metrology is used to discover worn areas, before employing
additive manufacturing techniques, such as laser metal deposition,
to complete the remanufacture back to the desired die form.
Designed for easy integration within one digital platform, the
DigiTool framework aims to provide an affordable solution for
SMEs looking to adopt new technologies without purchasing a
brand-new machine.
Toolroom Technology Limited (TTL) is leading the project. The
AFRC is heading up all areas of additive manufacturing, while the
other partners are delivering research on their respective areas of
expertise, including metrology and scanning, adaptive machining
and digital integration.

The new manufacturing methods will be combined on one platform
at AFRC, using its recently installed LMD Hybrid Machine, which
integrates additive manufacturing with machining.
Initial project trials have already been carried out and the partners
are currently analysing a die for a railway application from Kimber
Mills, with plans to remanufacture and bring worn dies back into
service.
Stephen Fitzpatrick, Machining and Additive Manufacturing Team
Lead at the AFRC, said: “The consortium is all bringing different
areas of expertise to the project, which is hoped to enhance
competition across the industry through the uptake of innovation
and new technology.
“Investment has been slow across the tool and die sector, which
has made it difficult for organisations with limited resources
to rethink their manufacturing process. Through our additive
manufacturing digital framework, we’ll provide these companies
with access to new research, technology and insight at a low cost.
“Many firms within the sector may already have a machine that
can be retrofitted to integrate laser metal deposition, allowing
them to upgrade current assets and save the costs of purchasing
a brand-new machine.”
Robin Wilson, Innovation Lead & Catapult Relationship Manager,
Manufacturing, Innovate UK said: “This is a forward thinking
project that can bring real benefits to the tool and die industry,
helping traditional manufacturing businesses to embrace cutting
edge digital technologies to boost efficiency and sustainability.
“The area of remanufacturing is a truly exciting one and we are
delighted to support DigiTool and the diverse range of partners
that are involved. We look forward to charting its progress. “
Issued by BIG Partnership on behalf of the University of Strathclyde’s Advanced
Forming Research Centre.
For more information, please contact Laura Connell on 07525 814007.
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MINI-EXPO’ WITH MAX RETURN
FOR FASTENER MANUFACTURERS
The CBM Fastener Sector has a brand-new
event coming up in October, when it invites UK
fastener and precision component manufacturers
to its ‘Mini-Expo’ of fastener manufacturing
equipment, technologies and services.
The one-day event will take place on Wednesday
16th October at the National Metalforming
Centre, West Bromwich, opening to visitors at
10:00 and running until 16:00.
This first ‘Mini-Expo’ will feature around twenty
leading UK-based suppliers of manufacturing
equipment and technologies - cold heading and
thread rolling machinery, process monitoring
systems, tooling and dies, coating systems,
inspection and test equipment, lubricants,
as well as wire and rod materials. Alongside
will be providers of heat treatment, coating
and threadlocking applicators, testing and
inspection, and simulation software.
That adds up to a uniquely time efficient
opportunity for general, production and quality
management from UK fastener and precision
component manufacturers to catch up on support
for their businesses.
There’ll be a lunchtime seminar programme
that includes the opportunity to hear
more about the CBM and its activities
supporting the sector, as well as other
developments affecting UK fastener
manufacturing. We’re also pleased
to announce that Georgina Barnard,
commercial director at Dudley College,
will be talking about the apprenticeship
levy, training funding |for SMEs and
opportunities to upskill your workforce.
Here are just some of the companies you can
expect to meet: Carlo Salvi, Hatebur, National Machinery,
Smart Machinery, The Phillips Screw Company, Mectron,
Brankamp, Total UK, Heat Treatment 2000, Petrofer, RLS
Tooling, Anochrome, Qform3.

Entry will be free to UK engineering, production,
quality and general management by prior
registration, which takes a couple of minutes.
Simply visit

www.smartsurvey.co.uk/s/CBMFastenerExpo/
and complete the short booking form.

Watch out for more information about
location, travel and parking, plus an
up to date exhibitor list at

www.thecbm.co.uk
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FASTENER

IT’S WORTH READING MORE ABOUT
FASTENER HEAD STRENGTH
Failures of some fastener designs in tensile testing have highlighted the need for a better
understanding of the dynamics of the head to shank juncture area, argues The Phillips Screw
Company in a recent white paper.
CBM recently welcomed The Phillips Screw Company
as one of its valued Fastener Supplier Members.
The original inventor of the PHILLIPS screw and
screwdriver in the 1930s, Phillips continues to design,
develop and engineer innovative fastening solutions
for a wide-range of demanding assembly challenges,
notably in the aerospace, defence and automotive
sectors. Not least through the personal efforts of
recently retired President – Global Licensing, Michael
Mowins, The Phillips Screw Company has also become
a globally recognised thought-leader on fastening
technologies.
Phillips’ white paper “Fastener Head Strength - Defining a Common
Metric and Why It is Critical”, authored by Michael Mowins, is
definitely worth the read - in its entirety. That’s why CBM is hosting
a full PDF copy 2000-word paper on our website. Here’s just a
flavour of what it presents.
High strength threaded fasteners are critical components in the
assembly of virtually every form of transportation and industrial
machinery. Industry accepted standards for the measurement and
performance of these critical parts have existed for decades, but
recent failures of threaded fasteners in service and qualification
testing are bringing new focus to the critical area between the
head and shank of the fastener. The head-shank juncture has
been highly analysed in larger diameter, high-strength externally
wrenched bolts used in automotive and aerospace applications,
but less attention has been paid to the many bolts and screws
below this threshold. Phillips argues: “Consensus must be
reached on how to calculate the Head Strength Ratio (HSR) to
achieve the minimum acceptable tensile strength for the head to
shank juncture and what method and measurable data should be
used in the calculation.”

Define the variables in the head to shank juncture area of a
fastener, which critically influence tensile strength capability, is
crucial. Consideration is given to calculation of the Head Strength
Ratio, ideally always 1 or greater to assure enough strength to
avoid ‘popping’ the head off the fastener and failing the joint.
Phillips goes on to consider the influence of recess geometry on
the Head Strength Ratio before looking specifically at bolts with
unthreaded shanks beneath the head. Typcially used in higher
stress structural applications these generally demand an HSR of
1 or greater. Protruding head configuration (pan, fillister, button
head etc) will usually have a higher HSR than 100o countersunk
head fasteners. However, demands for light-weighting and tighter
tolerances mean lower protruding head designs and recess depth
may not always have been considered, making HSR evaluation
critical.
Phillips’ conclusion? By developing a set of defined characteristics
that can be evaluated to judge the Head Strength Ratio the design
engineer can assure that there is sufficient strength in the head to
shank area to at least equal the tensile capability of the threaded
portion of the fastener.
To read the detail visit: www.thecbm.co.uk
To contact Phillips Screw for more information email: SSzczurek@
phillips-screw.com
www. phillips-screw.com
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AP&T LAUNCHING TEMPERBOX®
AP&T launching TemperBox®: a new cycle time neutral production solution that enables
tailored properties in press hardened components.
AP&T is introducing a patented solution for partial
press hardening of structural parts for passenger cars.
TemperBox® allows hard and soft zones to be combined
in a single part, paving the way for innovative body
designs and cost-efficient production. TemperBox®
can be integrated with AP&T’s new and existing MultiLayer Furnaces as well as with any other type of heat
treatment equipment.
With over 100 press hardening line installations for customers
all over the world, AP&T is now taking an important step in the
development of its press hardening technology. The company’s
most recent product innovation - TemperBox® - offers entirely
new opportunities to design and produce structural parts cost
efficiently.
The patented invention TemperBox® is based on what was
originally developed by Agim Ademaj, (Metakus Automotive,
Kassel, Germany). In 2013 a cooperation initiative between AP&T
and GEDIA Automotive Group (Attendorn, Germany) was launched
for the further development and industrialization of the technology,
which has now resulted in a fully commercial solution.

“The patented solution enables several material properties to be
combined in a single finished part. Some sections can be hardened
to maximize strength while others are made softer to achieve the
desired ductility and to facilitate post processing such a joining or
mechanical cutting,” says Dr. Christian Koroschetz, CTO at AP&T.
The process involves precision-controlled heat treatment, which
takes place in a special furnace module known as TemperBox®.
After being heated up to 930 degrees Celsius in a conventional
austenization furnace, e.g. AP&T’s Multi-Layer Furnace, the blank
is moved to the TemperBox®, where selected sections are blocked
from radiation and cooled down while the rest of the part is kept
hot. The blank is subsequently formed and quenched to produce
the finished part.
The final result is a part with tailored properties, customized
to the required performance of the component. This means
designers and manufacturing engineers can work more freely
without considering costly reinforcements or cycle time intensive
processes such tailored tempering in press hardening tools,
which are frequently implemented to improve the collision
safety of body parts. The new method offers clear productionrelated advantages compared to today’s press hardening such
as easy integration in new and existing press hardening lines.
The TemperBox® production solution enables short cycle times
in the same range as the industry is accustomed to today when
producing press hardened components with monolithic properties
over the cross section.
“Not only new possibilities in crash performance design are
possible, post processing is also much easier since specific areas
of the component, such as flanges, can be kept soft, enabling them
to be punched or trimmed using conventional methods - which is
much less expensive than laser cutting, for example.”
TemperBox® can be installed in AP&T’s new and existing
Multi-Layer Furnaces, and is also available for press hardening
lines that have any other type of heat treatment equipment.
“This means the new technology can be used with basically any
press hardening line in the market, regardless of brand,” says
Christian Koroschetz.
- FACTS
The first full capacity TemperBox® production line will be installed
at GEDIA Automotive Group in Attendorn, Germany, where it will be
used for production of press hardened components with tailored
properties for various European OEMs. Production is planned
to start by the end of 2019. GEDIA has also had a TemperBox®
prototype line in use since 2017.
In Europe, GEDIA and AP&T closely cooperate on the TemperBox®
technology. AP&T is the owner of the patent rights and GEDIA is
the owner of an exclusive production license for the European
market.
aptgroup.com

• AP&T’s patented furnace module for partial hardening, TemperBox®,
can be installed in AP&T’s new and existing Multi-Layer Furnaces, and
is also available for any other type of heat treatment equipment.
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DEVELOPMENTS IN HFQ® PROCESS
FEASIBILITY SIMULATION
Damian Szegda of Impression Technologies explains the benefits of Hot Form Quench (HFQ)
technology, with real life examples of the application of a CDM model in predicting the
effectiveness of the HFQ process.

S

trict EU emissions regulations are driving reduced
weight and greater efficiency in vehicles. Aluminium
alloys offer excellent lightweighting potential at
progressively more affordable cost. New manufacturing
technologies allowing the forming of high and ultrahigh
strength aluminium alloys continue to emerge.

One such technology is HFQ, which enables formation of very
strong, extremely complex aluminium parts in a single operation.
HFQ involves heating an aluminium alloy blank sheet to its Solution
Heat Treatment (SHT) temperature, producing a homogeneous
solid solution with high ductility and good formability. The blank
is transferred to the press where a high forming speed is set. The
formed part is held in the tool for a few seconds to quench, to
avoid precipitate formation in the microstructure. The technology
combines mechanical deformation with alloy tempering, with
forming and in-die quenching completed in one step.
Having previously verified the integration of the continuum
damage based (CDM) material model against simple test cases,
a complex, deep-drawn high-strength automotive door inner was
selected for detailed validation. The HFQ stamping trials started
from an oversized blank shape with induced splits in the panel.
A blank shape optimisation was undertaken, with a successful
panel produced by removing material in critical areas.
In all trial cases, lubrication was applied to the punch and the die.
The hot aluminium blanks were dry, non-lubricated, on delivery
to the tool.
For the pressings themselves, the panels were cut into several
sections, with thickness measured using Vernier callipers.
Approximately 40 measurements were taken in critical locations
along selected cut planes. The simulation results
were sectioned along the corresponding planes.
An HFQ® simulation was performed using ESI
PAM-STAMP for two different blank shapes. The
computational model comprised three stages:
gravity, holding and stamping. The gravity stage
was simulated using the Implicit FE Solver in PAMSTAMP while the Explicit Solver was used for both
holding and stamping stages. The friction coefficient
between the blank and the tool was assumed to
be constant and independent of contact pressure,
temperature, velocity or sliding distance. Simulations
were performed with friction coefficients of 0.5 and
0.8 for both blank shapes. The die and blank holder
velocity was set to 0.2 m/s with no velocity scaling. A
ramp curve was used to accelerate the velocity to the
set speed over 1 ms.
Two blank shapes were used in simulation of this
case – the first was the initial blank shape, designed
as over-sized prior to the stamping trials. The blank

shape was optimised during the trials to yield successful panels.
Simulations with user subroutine were run with initial element
size of 5.8mm for the blank. This yielded a total of approximately
42,000 elements for the blanks.
The results demonstrate that friction significantly affected
model prediction accuracy. Simulations run with the 0.5 friction
coefficient generally failed to predict splits. Increasing the
friction coefficient to 0.8 allowed prediction of all splits but also
highlighted areas where splits didn’t occur. The key conclusion
was that the apparent coefficient of friction is likely to depend
significantly on draw distance.
Taking the findings from simulation of the failed panels,
simulations for the successful panel were set up with distributed
friction coefficient. For areas - or draw fillets - where draw depth
was estimated below 40mm, an apparent friction coefficient was
assumed at 0.3. Everywhere else, this was assumed at 0.5. In
this test, a much closer correlation was found, with the model
meeting the target of less than 5% deviation at more than 90% of
measurement points.
The CDM model offers advantages over simulations based on
look-up table material models as it allows capture of the effects
of path and history of deformation on flow curves and ductility particularly useful for complex applications like deep drawn door
inners.
Simulative studies based on the door inner indicated the friction
value depended strongly on draw depth. Using distributed
coefficient of friction, a strong correlation was found.
For further information visit: www.hfqtechnology.com
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Fortress Interlocks designs and manufactures safety equipment, protecting
lives in hazardous workplaces. Our interlocks work in sequence to ensure
employees are safeguarded from dangerous machinery by eliminating the
possibility of human error.
- WHY INTERLOCKS?
Interlocking is a method of controlling two or more interdependent
operations which must take place in a predetermined sequence,
if necessary, remotely controlled or time delayed. The need for this
sequence may be safety to personnel and equipment, or it may be
to control processes and productivity.

Over the last 40 years, Fortress has become well known in the
industry for innovative design, robust engineering and reliability.
Headquarters are in Wolverhampton (UK), with supporting offices
and manufacturing facilities in the USA, Netherlands, Australia
and China, further supported by a global network of trusted
distributors and channel partners.
Fortress’ current product portfolio
includes:
• mGard - The only range of mechanical
interlocks independently certified
to PLe
• amGardpro - Heavy duty safety gate
switches with connectivity and trapped
key integration certified to PLe
• amGardS40 - Stainless steel IP69K
safety gate switches independently
certified to PLe
• tGard - Medium duty interlocks
with configurable built-in control
functionality independently certified
to PLd
• ncGard - A complete range of
non-contact safety switches
www.fortressinterlocks.com

AutoForm offers software solutions for the die-making and sheet metal
forming industries along the entire process chain. With over 400 employees
dedicated to this field, AutoForm is recognized as the leading provider of
software for product manufacturability, tool and material cost calculation,
die face design and virtual process optimization.
All of the Top 20 automotive OEMs and most of their suppliers
have selected AutoForm as their software of choice. Besides
its headquarters in Switzerland, AutoForm has offices in
Germany, The Netherlands, France, Spain, Italy, Czech
Republic, Sweden, USA, Mexico, Brazil, India, China, Japan and
Korea. AutoForm is also present through its agents in more
than 15 other countries.
For detailed information please visit: www.autoform.com
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Since 1998 we have been supplying new and reconditioned welding robot
systems to companies across the world. We have large client base and
a very experienced team specialising in all aspects of robot welding and
systems. At the heart of our business is a firm belief in providing brilliant
customer service and after sales support.
- YOU ARE IMPORTANT TO US
At Cyber-Weld, every customer is important. Whether a small
jobbing shop or a multi-national organisation, our goal is total
customer satisfaction through partnership and collaboration.
Every automation exercise we undertake is a joint venture built on
mutual trust in order to achieve success.

•
•
•
•
•

Highly experienced integration team
tailored robot system packages
Brilliant after sales support
System simulation
New and used systems available
www.cyberweld.co.uk

- WE WILL SUPPORT YOU
Production support is what CyberWeld is all about, from the production
planning right through to the arc
burning, we aim to give total cover, giving
the customer exactly what they require.
Our success speaks for itself - with over
150 customers worldwide, Cyber-Weld
is known for its expertise and quality of
service.
- Why Choose Cyber-Weld?
• Supplying welding robot systems
to companies across the world for
more than 20 years

Since 2001, Powerstar has assisted thousands of businesses to reduce electrical
consumption and costs, and in recent years, enhance supply resilience through
patented and award-winning technologies that are manufactured here in the UK.
These technologies, including smart distribution transformers,
voltage optimisation, and battery energy storage, can operate
in isolation or as part of a fully connected, comprehensive
energy solution to provide a site-wide smart grid network to
meet the sustainability and efficiency objectives of a business.
This is achieved through an approach that focuses on the below
four key pillars:
• Efficiency – Improving efficiency by understanding site
requirements reduces electrical consumption, costs
and CO2 emissions.

To learn more about Powerstar’s technologies visit:
www.powerstar.com, call 01142 050 770, or email info@
powerstar.com and speak to an industry expert for free and
with no obligation, about your energy strategy requirements.
www.powerstar.com

• Flexibility – Greater control of energy usage and
maximising existing generation leads to greater
energy flexibility
• Resilience – Protection from energy-related failures
through energy storage with full Uninterruptible
Power Supply (UPS) capabilities
• Insights – Analysing and accessing performance
and operational insights of key energy assets through
remote monitoring enables continuous monitoring
and improvements
With this concept to completion, comprehensive approach,
Powerstar is proficient in assisting businesses to maximise
their energy efficiency, ensure supply resilience and help them
on their way towards carbon neutrality.

www.thecbm.co.uk
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WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
A COBOT & AN INDUSTRIAL ROBOT?
We recently announced our partnership with Mills CNC’s Automation, opening an array of opportunities
to offer complete robotic systems featuring Doosan collaborative robots (cobots).

T

his opens further automation possibilities for our
customers, ones that are outside the applications
suited to heavy duty industrial robots meaning that there
are opportunities to get into automation in ways that
wouldn’t not have previously been possible.

But in branching out into this new sector of robots, we’ve
constantly asked “what are the differences between cobots and
industrial robots?”
So, as automation experts, we’ve broken down the core
differences between the two.
- COLLABORATIVE
This one might seem obvious, but the main difference between
the two robots is that the collaborative robot – as the name
might suggest – can work alongside humans and are in fact
designed to safely do so. They are designed with rounded
edges, without trap points and have torque sensors that are
constantly monitoring forces, detecting the environment and
immediately stopping on contact. They also run considerably
slower, meaning that in any case of contact, the toque sensors
in a safe and timely manner
- SIZE
Collaborative robots are usually a lot less diverse when
compared to industrial robots too, particularly when it comes
to size. Where industrial robots come in all shapes and sizes,
for applications in all fields of work, cobots in contrast, are
relatively similar sizes. This is due to ensure the safety of
their human counterparts but also because of the applications
cobots are designed for (see next point). For instance, the
largest of the Doosan robots available we can provide has a
reach of 1,700mm and payload of 6kg, while shorter reach
cobots can handle payloads of around 15kg

- APPLICATION
As mentioned, the size of a collaborative robot has an impact
on the jobs it should be used for. Where there is an industrial
robot designed for every application be it; large volumes
of welding, huge handling applications or precision food
packaging, cobots are limited in the applications they can used
for. And that’s not at a disservice of the cobot. Its small frame
and payload, twinned with the collaborative nature make the
cobot suited to small handling, packaging and assembly jobs,
ones where precision is more important than volume and
speed, in environments where humans can safely work close
to the cobot.
- DURABILITY
As an article in the manufacturer states “where industrial robots
are big heavy pieces of machinery with sealed drives, cobots are
lightweight with aluminium arms and joints powered by less robust
harmonic drives”. What this means is that industrial robots can
easily work upwards of over 10 years at high intensity. If a cobot
was to work at the speed and intensity of an industrial robot,
it wouldn’t last half of that time; but that’s because that isn’t
what a cobot is for. Tasked with the correct applications, and
maintained correctly, cobots can last many years - but don’t
expect them to be producing volumes anywhere near those
done by an industrial robot.
- INTUITIVE PROGRAMMING
Collaborative robots pride themselves on their intuitive
programming abilities. Where industrial robots have advanced
software – needed for their flexibility – we encourage users
to be trained on robots at our facilities. Cobots however are
designed for the ultimate user-friendly experience, with
a simple and ultra-intuitive user interface via a tablet like
pendant. What’s more, most cobots also feature a direct
control unit mean you can move it between coordinates and
the program is recorded, all without the use of a pendant.
If you’re looking to get into automation, but aren’t sure where
to start, then get in touch with Bauromat UK Limited for a
free consultation.
www. bauromat.com
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VOLATILITY IN THE ENERGY MARKET – ARE YOU
PURCHASING APPROPRIATELY?
2019 continues to be very volatile in the energy market with businesses still facing significant
energy cost increases. For those exiting 24/36 month contracts they will continue to comfortably see
double digit increases. The 1st October remains the most common contract start date across the
UK and businesses continue to leave it far too close to this date to make purchasing decisions. The
effects on the wholesale market are exaggerated the closer to a contract start date and you leave
yourself exposed.
CBM members should be considering (if they aren’t already)
purchasing their energy on a flexible basis allowing for smaller
more strategic purchases over time to build a final price rather
than hoping a given day will present the best time to fix pricing.
Control Energy Costs successfully help clients manage their
flexible purchasing strategy and put triggers in place bespoke
to each client to ensure the risk/reward appetite is carefully
managed.
In the current market it’s a way of giving you a fighting chance
of reducing a fixed price contract offer.
Liam Conway of Control Energy Costs would be delighted to
talk this through with any member. Please feel free to contact
on LiamC@cec.uk.com / 07501221728

CLIMATE CHANGE LEVY RATES ARE INCREASING
CBM offers a full energy audit compliance service for members of its climate change agreement rebate scheme

T

he CCL rates have increased significantly from 1 April
2019 as you will have seen from your gas and electricity
bills. This is because The Carbon Reduction Commitment
Energy Efficiency Scheme (CRC) closed in March 2019. The
CRC scheme closed so that government can streamline
the process of encouraging businesses to reduce their
consumption and carbon footprint.
The government will therefore use increased CCL unit prices to
recover lost revenue from the abolished CRC scheme.
The following table sets out rates of the climate change levy
(CCL), a tax on energy delivered to non-domestic users in the
UK. Holders of a climate change agreement (CCA) are charged
at a reduced rate, as shown.
Commodity
Electricity

1st April 2018

1st April 2019

1st April 2020

1st April 2021

Charge per max
kWh
rebate

Charge per max
kWh
rebate

Charge per max
kWh
rebate

Charge per max
kWh
rebate

£0.00583

90%

£0.00847

93%

£0.00811

92%

£0.00775

92%

Natural Gas £0.00203

65%

£0.00339

78%

£0.00406

81%

£0.00465

83%

LPG

£0.01304

65%

£0.02175

78%

£0.02175

77%

£0.02175

77%

Other

£0.01591

65%

£0.02653

78%

£0.03174

81%

£0.03640

83%
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On a practical note, this means that every April, members
who reclaim the CCL through a CCA, or a combination of both
Metallurgical exemption and CCA, will need to complete and
submit new PP10 and new PP11 forms to take advantage of the
new higher rebate allowances and we are encouraging members
with CCA’s to review and submit revised PP10 and PP11 forms
as early as they can.
Under the rules of the scheme, operators who claim rebates
through a climate change agreement, have an audit responsibility
to ensure that their energy measuring is kept up to date and are
reminded that in the event of an Environment Agency audit this
information will be checked. CBM offers an energy audit service
whereby we can carry out up to date energy measuring and can
complete both your PP10 & PP11 forms so that all you need to
do is send the forms to your energy supplier and HMRC. This
measuring audit will also ensure that in the event you receive an
audit from the Environment Agency you will be fully compliant in
your obligations.
If you wish to take advantage of this service at a special member
rate or require more information please contact Louise Campbell
at louise.campbell@thecbm.co.uk or telephone: 0121 601 6350.

www.thecbm.co.uk
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ENERGY SAVINGS OPPORTUNITY SCHEME (ESOS)
PHASE 2 DEADLINE FAST APPROACHING
The Confederation of British Metalforming is here to guide your company through the audit
process with our expert knowledge of your sector.

T

he legislation means all qualifying organisations
have to prepare mandatory energy audits and if you
know you will qualify for Phase 2 and with the deadline
fast approaching time is running out to complete your
energy assessments. The audits identify cost-effective
measures to cut energy spending, and phase 2 of the
audits must be signed off by a registered assessor and
submitted to the Environment Agency by December
5th 2019.
All companies with at least one of their UK group members
with 250 employees or more, turnover above 50m euros, or a
balance sheet value above 43m euros will be affected, which is
likely to be more than 9,000 enterprises across the UK, and will
affect 40+ CBM members. Please remember this is based on
your organisation group structure.
The scheme covers all power and fuel used by a company for
industrial processes, building and transport.
Phase 1 has taught us that detailing all energy uses throughout
a large business, and calculating means of reducing costs can
be complex and time consuming, particularly for those already
dealing with Climate Change Levy (CCL), the Carbon Reduction
Commitment and the Mandatory Carbon Reporting Systems.
We are now taking bookings to carry out ESOS assessments
and the following packages are available:-

- ESOS AUDIT - CBM MEMBER PACKAGE
• £2000 plus VAT for ESOS assessment meeting
and audit report sign off +
• £495 plus VAT per day, per site
• Reasonable travel and accommodation costs will be
charged in addition to the costs above if required

- ESOS AUDIT - NON-MEMBER PACKAGE
• £3000 plus VAT for ESOS assessment meeting
and audit report sign off +
• £795 plus VAT per day, per site
• Reasonable travel and accommodation costs will be
charged in addition to the costs above if required
The member and non-member packages include
the following:
• An initial kick off meeting with the company, involving
CBM and the lead assessor;
• A mid-term review of the audit report by the
lead assessor
• Energy measuring and audit work
• Final sign off of the audit by the lead assessor.

At this meeting the audit process and timetable will
be discussed and actions identified and agreed as
who will carry the actions out.
CBM members who are not required by the legislation to have
a formal ESOS audit can also benefit from voluntarily opting
to carry out an audit to identify practical energy saving projects for themselves. The cost of this service is £2,500 plus
reasonable travel and overnight accommodation costs if this
is required and will include energy measuring and audit work
plus a final report prepared by our internal energy consultant.

If you would like to book your ESOS package
and diary date, or require further information,
please contact Louise Campbell at CBM –
louise.campbell@thecbm.co.uk.

www.thecbm.co.uk
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A THIRD OF INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT FAILURE IS DUE
TO INCORRECT LUBRICATION, SAYS TOTAL EXPERT

A

lubrication expert from Total has revealed almost
a third (28 per cent) of industrial equipment failure
is a result of inadequate lubricant maintenance and
incorrect lubrication, with the likely impact potentially
running into millions of pounds for UK businesses.

Improper lubrication, including using the wrong oil or not
using enough oil, leads to increased friction and greater wear,
which can lead to breakdown and downtime, and can ultimately
impact bottom lines.
Bob Wood, a Technical Engineer at Total Lubricants, made the
calculation based on his vast industry knowledge and over four
decades of experience at TOTAL.
Bob also estimates that on average just one per cent of an
industrial plant’s overall maintenance budget is allocated to
lubricants.
He said: “The lubricants that industrial equipment requires to
keep it operating smoothly represent a fraction of the cost of the
equipment itself, however, it is important this vital maintenance
function is undertaken, with condition monitoring for critical
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equipment, including oil analysis, vibration analysis and
thermography, being carried out regularly.
“Almost a third of industrial equipment failure, and the associated
costs from unplanned downtime and reactive maintenance, could
be prevented by having an effective and proactive lubrication
strategy in place - It is better to identify problems before they occur,
especially in large, industrial and manufacturing businesses,
where the costs associated with downtime and lost productivity
can run into the thousands, and potentially millions of pounds.
“We work closely with industrial businesses across sectors
including metalworking, energy and food, to help them devise
optimum lubrication strategies, and provide oil analysis, to
help extend equipment lifetime, enhance productivity and
improve health and safety.”
As a leading global manufacturer and marketer of engine oils
and lubricants, Total Lubricants offers a range of products
developed specifically for over 400 industrial applications.
Total’s high-quality products and value-added services,
together with its UK presence and full national coverage, are
backed by dedicated sales and technical support.
TOTAL VALONA HC is a range of neat cutting oils formulated
exclusively from hydrocracked base oils. Transparent and
odourless, its low volatility and high resistance to oxidation
reduce misting and oil consumption due to evaporation, while
extending tool lifetime.
The TOTAL MARTOL range of metal forming oils presents a
health and safety advantage by being chlorine-free, while
being suited to the most demanding metal forming operations.
TOTAL ANAC INDUS is Total’s oil analysis service, which utilises
expert diagnostic and preventative information to help identify
and prevent machinery health issues, and TIG 6, its optimised
maintenance software for managing industrial lubricants.
For further information and to find out how Total’s products
and added-value services can benefit your business, visit:
www.total.co.uk/businessproducts/industrial-lubricants.
Alternatively contact 01977 636303 or email: lubesorders@
total.co.uk

www.thecbm.co.uk

R&D Tax Claims secured
Birley Manufacturing
£500k in Research and
Development Tax relief,
in its first claim.

You probably don’t
even realise that
you are doing R&D...
If you employ more than
25 employees, we can help
you claim your R&D tax
refund from HMRC.

TO START YOUR CLAIM...

call us on 0845 003 0140 or email refunds@rdtaxclaims.co.uk

Have you claimed
Research and
Development
Tax relief?
Dating back to 1875 Birley
Manufacturing has a long and
distinguished history of specialising in
joinery and metal work. The company
has evolved from makers of shop fittings
to becoming a manufacturing champion
with innovative product developments
including its award-winning Universally
Accessible Toilet (UAT).
Birley’s 100 employees, include skilled
bench joiners and metalworking
specialists, through to designers,
planners and project managers, many
of whom play a significant role in the
company’s R&D initiatives.
Susan Battersby, Birley
Manufacturing’s Finance
Manager explained:
‘I joined the business in 2018, at the
time when the company was starting to
look at making a claim under the [R&D
tax claim] scheme. I’d been involved
in several successful claims for my
previous employer and was sure that the
innovative nature of the projects Birley
was involved in were likely to qualify.

This was perfect timing for Birley’s
first claim, as 2016 and 2017 had seen
a major ramping up of investment in
R&D. Significant projects included the
re-engineering of sleeper berths for
Great Western’s London to Penzance
rail service and the development of the
UAT, where the design of hardwearing,
yet lighter materials were fundamental
to their success.’
Birley Manufacturing commissioned,
R&D Tax Claims, to manage their
claim, recognising the company’s
expertise in the manufacturing and
engineering sector, and it’s 100%
successful claims record.
Susan Battersby, continued:
‘The process was time-consuming at
first, however, the benefits the claim
has brought to the company certainly
made it worthwhile. Clearly, the £500k
was a huge contribution to our bottomline, however, the benefits go well
beyond this – it’s been a real boost
for morale, and a genuine incentive to
drive further innovations. It’s clear to
see that the investments made in R&D
in 2016/17 are really delivering new
business opportunities today.
The team at R&D Tax Claims supported
us throughout the process and their
knowledge of the [R&D Tax] scheme
and the manufacturing industry have
been key to our successful claim’.
www.thecbm.co.uk
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STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN THE
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
The recent attempt by Fiat Chrysler to merge with Renault – blocked only by the French Government exercising
their ‘golden share’ – and the rumoured bid for JLR by PSA signals a structural change in the automotive industry
that manufacturers in the supply chain and governments need to seriously think through.

I

t’s so hard to envisage that just 60 years ago, to have access
to a car was a rare privilege, the growth of the automotive
trade has mirrored the ‘car boom’, motor manufacturers and
their supply chain have by and large thrived as a result.

Environmental concerns about petrol drove manufacturers to
develop more advanced diesel power plants but these have now
been identified as damaging to health. A move to electric or other
renewable power is seen as inevitable. Global climate agreements
demand it and the motor industry face a massive challenge
with advancements needed quickly, in battery technology,
energy harvesting, range, charging availability and speeds all
desperately needed as the anecdotal evidence of early adopters
gain the ‘oxygen’ of magnified publicity. Motor manufacturers
know that to meet these and other challenges associated with
completely changing their manufacturing, engineering and
assembly processes whilst continuing to generate profits for their
shareholders and cash flow to keep their banks happy is too big a
challenge to face alone.
Hence collaboration, merger and rumours of merger abound,
it’s highly likely that there will be further collaboration with tech
giants to deliver mass produced automotive platforms for the
likes of Google, Microsoft, Apple and others.
It’s logical; a classic example of ‘doing what your best at’. Motor
oem’s have developed processes that assemble in the most
efficient way and the tech industry have developed techniques
that advance processing powers and innovations that bely the
imagination of so many in a way that continues to miniaturise and
efficiently use power.
Tesla have been a pioneer but lack the expertise and scale to
assemble cars, so far, at least, in a manner that makes their
products affordable to the masses and reliable. They also lack an
established brand which therefore presents a ‘whiff’ of potential
unreliability which cannot be covered by a warranty when only
backed by a financial structure that has yet to see a profit.
Imagine the combination of an iconic premium motor brand with
a similar tech brand... say an Apple Porsche?
So what does all this mean for manufacturers and governments?
Manufacturers will likely have to get used to supplying more
generic components which will be common to platform systems
that cross many more brands than now.
They will need to be able to supply these components globally
and in quantities which meet the needs of the oem’s whilst having
imposed on them even tougher ‘cost downs’ than ever before. This
will require investment, innovation and continuous improvement.
It will also remove once and for all, the option for businesses to
avoid trading internationally. It will no longer be an option. It will
become essential to know how to trade effectively across borders
with manufacturing groups that are multinational. The real issues
here will not be European bloc based, they will be Global and
manufacturers will need to become experts in addressing them.
There is of course a huge opportunity to develop the technologies
that the industry and its associated industries will need, for
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example, materials that are lighter than ever before. Power
technology will need to be advanced as will the infrastructure to
support it. At present our national grid just isn’t able to support
the electric cars currently on the road, let alone the expected
boom as consumers progressively move away from internal
combustion power.
Innovation to harvest power from motion, braking and elsewhere
will all have key roles to play and of course, necessity is the
mother of invention. The smart governments will inspire support
and invest in their manufacturers, scientists and populations to
be at the forefront of this technology. It all seems daunting but it’s
so easy to forget that we live in the history of a planet which has
existed for millions of years. Just over 100 years ago there was no
such thing as the motor industry and if you wanted to travel you
either boarded a very rickety and slow train, jumped on a horse or
walked.100 years has seen so much progress, the next 30 years
will see much much more. Manufacturers need to seriously plan
whether they want to thrive over that time or become a casualty
consigned to history

Global reach.
Local expertise.
Start the conversation
Johnathan Dudley
johnathan.dudley@crowe.co.uk
+44 (0)121 543 1900

www.crowe.co.uk

@CroweUK
Audit / Tax / Advisory / Risk

Smart decisions. Lasting value.

Crowe U.K. LLP is a member of Crowe Global, a Swiss verein. Each member firm of Crowe Global
is a separate and independent legal entity. Crowe U.K. LLP and its affiliates are not responsible or
liable for any acts or omissions of Crowe Global or any other member of Crowe Global.
© 2019 Crowe U.K. LLP |

www.thecbm.co.uk
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PETROFER
YOUR PROCESS SPECIALIST
PETROFER is an international, family owned, industrial
company with headquarters in Hildesheim, Germany.
As a leading formulator and manufacturer of industrial
lubricants, speciality fluids and process chemicals, PETROFER
has made a name for itself worldwide.
The product range comprises more than 600 chemical products,
which are continuously being developed through our own

research and development. PETROFER has outstanding expertise
in product quality, process engineering and customer service on
a global scale.
Please contact us to discuss your needs in presswork, forming,
forging, cleaning, rust prevention and all other industrial
processes.

TS
OUR PRODUC

PETROFER UK PLC,
Harcourt Business Park,
Halesfield 17,
Telford TF7 4PW
Tel: 01952 580100
E: enquiries@petrofer.co.uk
www.petrofer.co.uk

Local research and development
Global technical support
600+ quality formulated products
14 production sites globally
Over 70 years expertise

LEADING TECHNOLOGY FOCUSED COMPANY
in industrial process chemical manufacturing
WE LISTEN

WE DEVELOP

WE DELIVER

PETROFER UK PLC, Harcourt Business Park, Halesfield 17. Telford, TF7 4PW Tel: 01952 580100 E-mail: enquiries@petrofer.co.uk www.petrofer.co.uk

www.thecbm.co.uk
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SPECIAL 10% DISCOUNT FOR CBM MEMBERS ON MEETING ROOM HIRE
THIS
MNS
AUTU FFER:
AL O p
SPECI
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One of the benefits you get as a CBM member is access to
discounts on helpful products and services.
The latest member offer is a 10% discount on meeting and conference
space at NMC Venue in West Bromwich, which is also home to the CBM
headquarters.

onl
Room ople e
to 10 p

0

£150.0

NMC Venue offers you an easy, flexible and affordable way to hold
productive meetings:
• Convenient West Midlands
location just 200 yards from
Junction 1 of the M5
• Free and secure parking
• Spaces that work well for
quick meetings through to
100+ person conferences
• Free Wi-Fi for all attendees

• Out-of-hours availability –
so you can hold meetings
early in the morning,
into the evening and
at weekends
• Catering from renowned
providers, with a range of
options to meet your needs

• Free unlimited tea & coffee
The next time you’re planninga meeting, training session or seminar,
take the pressure off your own office space and give attendees
something special with our discount room hire.
To learn more and enquire about dates, call Marie Williams on
0121 601 6350 or email reception@nmcvenue.com.
Just mention you’re a member of the CBM to claim your discount.

EXHIBITIONS
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•

SEMINARS

•

WORKSHOPS

•

TRAINING

•

TUTORIALS

www.thecbm.co.uk

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY

Manufacturer and Supplier Members’ Directory 2019

FOR EXPERTS IN METALFORMING
www.thecbm.co.uk
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MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY

LEGGETT & PLATT COMPONENTS EUROPE LTD (: 01226 707 500

FASTENERS
A.M.C. UK FASTENERS LTD
West Midlands NN17 5XZ

(: 01536 271 920
www.amcukfasteners.co.uk

ARCONIC FASTENING SYSTEMS AND RINGS,
REDDITCH OPERATIONS (LINREAD LTD)
Worcestershire B98 7TD

ARCONIC FASTENING SYSTEMS TELFORD
Shropshire TF3 3BQ

(: 01527 525 719
www.arconic.com
(: 01952 290 911
www.afsglobal.net

www.leggett.com

South Yorkshire S72 7GH

SFS GROUP FASTENING TECHNOLOGY LTD.
DIVISION RIVETING (GESIPA)

West Yorkshire BD21 4JU

• Special designed blind rivets
• Rivet nut and rivet nut studs
• Tooling with process control (fully automatic or manual)

t: 01535 212 200
e: info@gesipa.co.uk

BARTON COLD-FORM (UK) LTD
AN OPTIMAS COMPANY

www.gesipa.com

Worcestershire WR9 0LP

One of Europe’s leading manufacturers of bespoke critical fastenings
and special cold forgings. Engineers across Europe have turned to
Barton to solve the complex problems. From the development of the
Fix-nut in the 1930s to our current partnerships with research centres
and manufacturers, we are renowned for spearheading development in
cold forged fasteners and components.

t: 01905 772 021
www.global.optimas.com

BROOKS FORGINGS LTD
Established in 1960, one of the UK’s leading manufacturers of forged
and machined components. With our extensive in house manufacturing
capabilities we are able to produce standards and specials to suit
customer specific requirements.

t: 01384 563 356
f: 01384 563 357
e: enquiries@brooksforgings.co.uk
www.brooksforgings.co.uk
West Yorkshire BD20 8QP

(: 01535 633 333
www.cirteq.com

CLEVEDON FASTENERS LTD

(: 0121 378 0619
www.clevedon-fasteners.co.uk

COMPLEX COLD FORMING LTD

(: 0121 556 5700
www.complexcoldforming.com

West Midlands B75 7DG

West Midlands WS10 7SE

COOPER & TURNER LTD
Yorkshire S9 1RS

GRIFF CHAINS LTD

West Midlands DY2 0ED

HENROB LTD

Flintshire CH5 2NX

JCS HI-TORQUE LTD
Suffolk CO10 2YH

(: 01142 560 057
www.cooperandturner.co.uk
(: 01384 569 415
www.griffchains.co.uk
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SPS TECHNOLOGIES (T.J. BROOKS DIV.)

(: 0116 274 4886
www.spstech.com

Leicestershire LE4 9HX

STANLEY ENGINEERED FASTENING (AVDEL)
Cheshire WA1 4RF

(: 01925 811 243
www.stanleyengineeredfastening.com

ABBEY FORGED PRODUCTS LTD
Yorkshire S6 1ND

(: 01787 376 212
www.jcshi-torque.co.uk
www.leggett.com

(: 0114 231 2271
www.abbeyforgedproducts.co.uk

AKS PRECISION BALL EUROPE LTD
County Durham SR8 2PP

(: 0191 587 0000
www.aksball.com

BEDFORD STEELS

(: 01246 299 100
www.bedfordsteels.co.uk

BIFRANGI UK LTD

(: 01522 585 800
www.bifrangi.co.uk

Yorkshire S4 7YS

Lincolnshire LN2 5DT

BROCKHOUSE GROUP LTD
West Midlands B70 0SN

BROOKES & ADAMS LTD
West Midlands B44 9DX

(: 0121 556 1241
www.brockhouse.co.uk
(: 0121 360 1588
www.banda.co.uk

BROOKS FORGINGS LTD
West Midlands B64 5QJ

Established in 1960, one of the UK’s leading manufacturers of forged
and machined components. With our extensive in house manufacturing
capabilities we are able to produce standards and specials to suit
customer specific requirements.

t: 01384 563 356
f: 01384 563 357
e: enquiries@brooksforgings.co.uk
www.brooksforgings.co.uk

(: 01244 837 220
www.henrob.com

LEGGETT & PLATT COMPONENTS EUROPE LTD (: 01282 814 054
Lancashire BB18 6JA

(: 01942 520 250
www.smithbullough.com

Lancashire WN2 4HD

FORGING

West Midlands B64 5QJ

CIRTEQ LTD

SMITH BULLOUGH

CASCADE (UK) LTD

Greater Manchester M11 2DD

CERRO EMS LTD

West Midlands B9 4DS

(: 0161 438 4010
www.cascorp.com
(: 0121 772 6515
www.cerro-ems.com

www.thecbm.co.uk
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CHAPMANS AGRICULTURAL LTD

(: 0114 285 6000
www.chapmans-uk.com

South Yorkshire S6 2FH

CRAMLINGTON PRECISION FORGE LTD

(: 01670 716 811
www.cpfl-tvs.com

Northumberland NE23 1WA

CROSBY PREMIER STAMPINGS LTD
West Midlands B64 6AJ

(: 01384 353 120
www.premierstampings.co.uk

DONCASTERS BLAENAVON LTD

(: 01495 790 345
www.doncasters.com

DONCASTERS PRECISION FORGINGS LTD

(: 0114 285 8100
www.doncasters.com

Gwent NP4 9XG

South Yorkshire S6 2FR

FOOTPRINT SHEFFIELD LTD
South Yorkshire S6 2AH

HENRY WILLIAMS LTD

(: 01325 462 722
www.hwilliams.co.uk

County Durham DL1 2NJ

INDEPENDENT FORGINGS & ALLOYS LTD
West Midlands B64 5QY

KOYO BEARINGS (EUROPE) LTD
South Yorkshire S75 3TA

METTIS AEROSPACE LTD
Worcestershire B97 6EF

MILLS FORGINGS LTD
Warwickshire CV1 2BJ

MSI-FORGING DIVISION
South Yorkshire DN4 8DH

PADLEY & VENABLES LTD
Yorkshire S18 2XT

PANDROL UK LTD

Nottinghamshire S81 7AX

PEGLER YORKSHIRE GROUP LTD
South Yorkshire DN4 8DF

(: 0114 234 3000
www.independentforgings.com
(: 01384 414 500
www.kimbermills.co.uk
(: 01226 733 200
www.koyo.eu
(: 01527 406 400
www.mettis-aerospace.com
(: 024 7622 4985
www.millsforgings.co.uk
(: 01302 366 961
www.msi-forge.com
(: 01246 299 100
www.padley-venables.com
(: 01909 476 101
www.pandrol.com
(: 01302 560 560
www.pegleryorkshire.co.uk

SMITH BULLOUGH

(: 01942 520 250
www.smithbullough.com

SOLID SWIVEL LTD

(: 01384 636 421
www.solidswivel.co.uk

SOMERS FORGE LTD

(: 0121 585 5959
www.somersforge.com

Lancashire WN2 4HD
West Midlands B64 7BL
West Midlands B62 8DZ

SOUTH WALES FORGEMASTERS
Cardiff CF15 7YF

SPECIAL QUALITY ALLOYS LTD
Yorkshire S9 3XN

SPROMAK LTD

Merseyside L36 6AN

(: 029 2081 0341
www.swforgemasters.co.uk
(: 0114 243 4366
www.specialqualityalloys.com
(: 0151 480 0592
www.spromak.co.uk

STOKES GROUP

West Midlands DY2 0SE
Established in 1908, Stokes now forms part of one of the
world’s pre-eminent forging groups. We are a direct supplier
to: Jaguar Land Rover, Honda, Ford and Volvo and you can also
find Stokes forged parts on Audi, Volkswagen and even McLaren
cars. In addition to our UK manufacturing base, we have sister forging
plants in: Spain, Germany, Lithuania, Asia, Middle and South America,
supported by a much envied centre of technical excellence in Spain. For
your high volume precision forged requirements, talk to the experts.

t: 01384 342 550
f: 01384 342 551
e: sales@stokesforgings.com
www.stokesforgings.com

TECOMET

Yorkshire S6 2AN

TINSLEY BRIDGE GROUP
Yorkshire S9 1TG

W.H. TILDESLEY LTD

(: 01902 366 440
www.whtildesley.com

West Midlands WV13 2AN

WYMAN GORDON LINCOLN LTD

(: 01522 525 492
www.wyman-gordon.com

Lincolnshire LN2 5XY

Wyman Gordon Ltd

(: 01506 446 200

www.wyman-gordon.com

West Lothian EH54 5BZ

(: 0121 526 7138
www.george-dyke.co.uk

West Midlands WS10 8LP

KIMBER

(: 01902 605 141
www.victoriaforgings.co.uk

West Midlands WV13 1AG

(: 0114 232 7080
www.footprint-tools.co.uk

GEORGE DYKE LTD

South Yorkshire S6 2BL

VICTORIA DROP FORGINGS CO LTD

(: 0114 285 5881
www.symmetrymedical.com
(: 0114 2211 111
www.tinsleybridge.co.uk

SHEET METAL
3M HEALTHCARE

(: 01200 421 140
www.3M.com/uk

Lancashire BB7 1NX

AGA RANGEMASTER LTD

(: 01926 457 400

www.rangemaster.co.uk

Warwickshire CV31 2AD

AISIN EUROPE MANUFACTURING (UK) LTD
West Midlands B32 3BZ

(: 0121 421 5688
www.aisin.com

APS METAL PRESSINGS LTD
West Midlands B19 3AR

• APS are a world leading manufacturer,
with unrivalled metal forming and
presswork capabilities.
• Our 57,000 square foot facility contains
the latest start-of-the-art manufacturing
plant enabling us to provide, complex high
specification components.
• Founded in 1970, this family run business,
is based within the hub of British industry –
Birmingham, the home of the Enviro-Cup.

t: 0121 523 0011
f: 0121 554 7244
e: info@apsmith.co.uk
www.apsmith.co.uk

ARCELORMITTAL TAILORED BLANKS
BIRMINGHAM LTD

(: 0121 558 8464

ARLINGTON AUTOMOTIVE NE LIMITED

(: 01325 300 777

BAKER & FINNEMORE LTD
West Midlands B3 1SN		

(: 0121 236 2347

West Midlands B65 0QL www.automotive.arcelormittal.com/tailoredblanks
County Durham DL16 6UJ

www.arlingtonindustriesgroup.com
www.bakfin.com

BATTEN & ALLEN LTD		
Gloucestershire GL7 1NQ		

www.batten-allen.com

BISLEY (FC BROWN)		

(: 01633 637 383

Gwent NP19 4PW

BROADWAYS STAMPINGS LTD
Buckinghamshire MK1 1DT

(: 01285 655 220

www.bisley.com

(: 01908 279 200

www.broadwaysstampings.co.uk

C.BRANDAUER & COMPANY LTD
West Midlands B19 2YU		

www.brandauer.co.uk

CARLTON LASER SERVICES LTD
Leicestershire LE4 9LN		

www.carltonlaser.co.uk

CHARTER AUTOMOTIVE
West Midlands WS7 3GJ		
CIRTEQ LTD		
West Yorkshire BD20 8QP		

(: 0121 359 2822
(: 0116 233 9990
(: 01543 414 541

www.charterautomotive.com

(: 01535 633 333

www.cirteq.com

COOPER CROUSE HINDS UK LTD
(: 01795 889 146
Kent ME12 1LP		
www.enclosures-crouse-hinds.uk.com

www.thecbm.co.uk
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DENSO MARSTON LTD		
Yorkshire BD17 7JR

(: 01274 702 404

KMF (PRECISION SHEET METAL) LTD
STAFFORDSHIRE ST5 7UF

www.denso-europe.com

(: 01782 569 060
www.kmf.co.uk

DONCASTERS BRAMAH
South Yorkshire S20 3GB		

www.doncasters.com

(: 0114 251 2102

LEONARDT LTD		
Shropshire WV16 6NN		

(: 01746 861 203

DRB ENGINEERING LTD

(: 0121 359 4566

(: 02476 691 000

(: 01302 321 541

LIBERTY PRESSING SOLUTIONS
(COVENTRY) LTD
West Midlands CV5 6RT		

www.libertyhousegroup.com

(: 01933 401 555

METAL ASSEMBLIES LTD
West Midlands B70 9DD		

www.metalassemblies.co.uk

West Midlands B19 3TE

www.drbengineering.com

EATON COOPER LIGHTING AND SAFETY LTD
South Yorkshire DN2 4NB		
EDEN, A TRADING DIVISION
OF THE MARMON GROUP LIMITED
Northamptonshire NN8 6GR

EU-MATIC DIV. OF MULTIMATIC LTD
Warwickshire CV5 6UB		
EUROPEAN SPRINGS & PRESSINGS
(BECKENHAM)
Kent BR3 4DW

EUROPEAN SPRINGS & PRESSINGS
(CORNWALL)
Devon TR16 4AX		
FELLOWS (RICAL GROUP)
West Midlands WV2 4HL		
FUTABA-TENNECO UK LTD
Lancashire BB12 6HJ		
GDC GROUP LTD (NEWRY)
County Down BT34 2QU		
GDC GROUP LTD (PORTADOWN)
County Armagh BT63 5HU

GESTAMP TALLENT LTD (AYCLIFFE)

www.cooper-ls.com

www.eden-uk.com

(: 024 7667 3333

www.multimatic.com

(: 0208 663 1800
www.europeansprings.com

(: 01726 861 444
www.europeansprings.com

(: 01902 576 400

www.ricalgroup.com

MILTON KEYNES PRESSINGS LTD
Buckinghamshire MK2 3EF

The MKP Group consists of Milton Keynes Pressings, Ryeland
Toolmakers and Maine office, all established Engineering Companies.
As a tier one supplier of Metal pressings and sub assemblies in to the
automotive and other industries we pride ourselves on our quality and
delivery performance to our customers of which we have received
various awards.
Our Accreditations include:

(: 01282 433 171

www.futaba-tenneco.co.uk

(: 02830 264 621

www.gdcgroup.co.uk

t: +44 (0) 1908 271 940
www.mkp.co.uk

(: 0283 8333 131

www.gdcgroup.co.uk

(: 01325 313 232

MULTIFORMS (RICAL GROUP)

(: 01384 569 283

NORTHERN AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS LTD

(: 01873 832 263

PRESSLITE

(: 0121 327 1428

(: 01543 466 664

Monmouthshire NP7 0EB

www.gestamp.com

GESTAMP TALLENT LTD (LLANELLI)

West Midlands B6 7QT

Carmarthenshire SA14 8EU

(: 01554 772 233

www.gestamp.com

GLEN DIMPLEX HOME APPLIANCES
Merseyside L35 2XW		

(: 0844 248 4466

Lancashire BB1 5RF

GROVE METAL SECTIONS LTD
West Midlands WV13 3RN		

(: 01902 601 697

Gwent NP10 8FS

www.gdha.com

www.grovems.com

G-TEKT EUROPE MANUFACTURING
(GLOUCESTER)
Gloucestershire GL3 4AJ		

(: 01452 610 022

G-TEKT EUROPE MANUFACTURING LTD
(GWENT)
Gwent NP23 5SD		

(: 01495 307 190

www.takao.co.uk

www.takao.co.uk

(: 0141 777 2000

www.gualaclosures.com

H V WOODING LTD		
Kent CT21 6HG		

www.hvwooding.co.uk

HADLEY INDUSTRIES PLC
West Midlands B66 2PA		

www.hadleygroup.com

J L FLOAT LTD		
West Midlands WS9 8UF

JCS HI-TORQUE LTD		
Suffolk CO10 2YH		
KIYOKUNI EUROPE LTD
Shropshire TF2 9TY
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(: 01303 264 471
(: 0121 555 1300

QUINN RADIATORS LTD

(: 01922 455 677
www.jlfloat.com

www.sertec.co.uk

(: 01254 584 126

www.presspart.com

(: 01633 657 104

www.qrl-radiators.com

RITTAL-CSM LTD

(: 01752 207 600

www.rittal-csm.co.uk

Devon PL6 7EZ

ROBERT BION & CO LTD

(: 0118 959 2700

www.bion.co.uk

Hampshire RG30 1EA

SALOP DESIGN & ENGINEERING LTD
Shropshire SY1 3LB

• Salop Design & Engineering Ltd is a long standing
metal presswork and assemblies provider based
in Shrewsbury.
• With mechanical, progression, hydraulic and
transfer options up to 1000T, and incorporating
2 state of the art Powder coating lines on site.
• We are here for all your pressing and coating needs.

t: 01743 450 501

www.htbrigham.co.uk
www.imco.co.uk

www.nasuk.com

PRESSPART MANUFACTURING LTD

(: 01675 463 882
(: 01978 66115

www.ricalltd.com

West Midlands B64 7AL

GESTAMP TALLENT LTD (CANNOCK)
Staffordshire WS11 1LY		

IMPERIAL MACHINE COMPANY
Wrexham LL13 9RF		

(: 0191 415 5919

www.mi-king.co.uk

Tyne & Wear NE37 3JD

www.gestamp.com

HT BRIGHAM & COMPANY LTD
West Midlands B46 1JQ		

(: 0121 500 5616

MIKING LTD

County Durham DL5 6EP

GUALA CLOSURES UK LTD
Lanarkshire G66 1ST		

www.leonardt.com

www.salopdesign.co.uk

SAS INTERNATIONAL (SCOTLAND)
Ayr KA19 7AZ

SAS INTERNATIONAL (WALES)
Glamorgan CF31 3XU

(: 01655 882 555
www.sasint.co.uk

(: 01656 664 600
www.sasint.co.uk

(: 01787 376 212

SERTEC ALUMINIUM STRUCTURES

(: 0121 706 0330

(: 01952 292 920

SERTEC LTD

(: 01675 463 361

www.jcshi-torque.co.uk
www.kiyokuni.co.uk

West Midlands B11 2BF
West Midlands B46 1JX

www.sertec.co.uk

www.sertec.co.uk
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SPS AEROSTRUCTURES LTD

(: 0115 988 0000

STADCO CASTLE BROMWICH

(: 0121 382 3120

STADCO POWYS

(: 01691 648 561

STADCO SHREWSBURY

(: 01743 445 541

STADCO TELFORD

(: 01952 222 111

STEEL & ALLOY PROCESSING LTD

(: 0121 553 5292

www.spstech.com

Nottinghamshire NE15 0DP

www.stadco.co.uk

West Midlands B24 9GZ

www.stadco.co.uk

Powys SY22 5DH

www.stadco.co.uk

Shropshire SY1 3AS

www.stadco.co.uk

Shropshire TF1 7LL

www.steelalloy.co.uk

West Midlands B70 6BZ

STOCKFIELD METAL SPINNERS LTD

(: 0121 440 1333

www.stockfield.com

West Midlands B12 9DJ

SWANN-MORTON LTD

(: 0114 234 4231

www.swann-morton.com

Yorkshire S6 2BJ

TAURUS ENGINEERING (RICAL GROUP)
West Sussex BN15 8TA

(: 01903 761 188

www.taurusengineering.co.uk

FASTENERS
AJAX TOCCO INTERNATIONAL LTD
West Midlands B8 1BG

BRODER METALS GROUP LTD
Yorkshire S35 9TG

CARLO SALVI UK LTD - HATEBUR
Shropshire TF7 4PF

(: 0121 322 8000

www.ajaxtocco.co.uk

(: 0114 232 9240

www.broder-metals-group.com

(: 01952 587 730

www.carlosalvi.com

FNSTEEL LTD

(: 07969 099 041

HEAT TREATMENT 2000 LTD

(: 0121 526 2000

West Midlands B90 1QS
West Midlands B70 9PQ

NATIONAL MACHINERY UK LTD
West Midlands B31 2TS

PHILLIPS SCREW COMPANY
Leicestershire LE3 2YB

www.fnsteel.com

www.heattreat2000.co.uk

(: 0121 222 5352

www.nationalmachinery.eu

(: 0754 081 1962

www.phillips-screw.com

THE BIFURCATED & TUBULAR RIVET COMPANY (: 01296 314 300
Buckinghamshire HP20 1DQ

TR FASTENINGS LTD
East Sussex TN22 1QW

www.bifandtub.co.uk

(: 08454 811 800 	

www.trfastenings.com

THE REGENT ENGINEERING CO (WALSALL) LTD (: 0121 526 6060
www.regenteng.com

West Midlands WS10 8XB

TITAN STEEL WHEELS
West Midlands DY10 3SD

(: 01562 850 561

www.titansteelwheels.com

UYS LTD

(: 01865 334 300

VOESTALPINE METSEC PLC

(: 0121 601 6000

VOESTALPINE ROTEC LTD

(: 01455 620 300

www.uys.ltd.uk

Oxfordshire OX4 2BW

www.metsec.com

West Midlands B69 4HF

Leicestershire LE10 3BS

www.voestalpine.com/rotec

WALSALL PRESSINGS CO LTD

(: 01922 721 152

www.walpres.co.uk

West Midlands WS1 4JW

WHITTAN STORAGE

(: 0800 169 5151
www.link51.co.uk

Shropshire TF7 4LN

WILLIAM KING LTD

(: 0121 500 4100

www.williamking.co.uk

West Midlands B70 9DR

WILLIAM MITCHELL (RICAL GROUP)
West Midlands B66 1NY

(: 0121 558 2694
www.william-mitchell.co.uk

FORGING
AJAX TOCCO INTERNATIONAL LTD
West Midlands B8 1BG

BHARAT FORGE
Middlesex TW8 9JJ

CARLO SALVI UK LTD - HATEBUR
Shropshire TF7 4PF

DREHER AUTOMATION

(: 0121 322 8000
www.ajaxtocco.co.uk

(: 01562 720 396
www.bharatforge.com

(: 01952 587 730
www.carlosalvi.com

(: 0049 7454 881 640
www.dreher.de

Germany D- 72172

FORGE TECH SERVICES (UK) LTD

West Midlands B71 3QW

• Spares, Service and Process engineering for all
makes of metalforming equipment
• Forge Tech offer a full Turnkey service for all your
metalforming equipment projects from small spares
to complete press installations.

t: 07789 502 850

www.forgetechservices.com

HENKEL LTD

COLD ROLLED
AISIN EUROPE MANUFACTURING (UK) LTD

West Midlands B32 3BZ

GROVE METAL SECTIONS LTD
West Midlands WV13 3RN

HADLEY INDUSTRIES PLC
West Midlands B66 2PA

VOESTALPINE METSEC PLC
West Midlands B69 4HF

Hertfordshire HP2 4 RQ

(: 0121 421 5688

HYDROMEC S.R.L.

(: 01902 601 697

INTERPOWER INDUCTION LTD

www.aisin.com

Italy

www.grovems.com

West Midlands WS8 6LH

(: 0121 555 1300

JAMES DURRANS AND SONS

www.hadleygroup.com

(: 0121 601 6000
www.metsec.com

(: 01442 278 000
www.henkel.com

(: 00 39 030 373 1147
www.hydromec.it

(: 01675 477 700
www.interpowereurope.com

Yorkshire S36 9QU
• Suppliers of all types of forging lubricants
• UK based manufacturing facilities and technical support
• 10 day delivery time on most lubricants

Contact:
Steven Sherry, Sales Manager

LASCO UMFORMTECHNIK GMBH
Germany

MICAS SIMULATIONS LTD
Oxfordshire OX4 2ER

t: 01226 370 000
www.durrans.co.uk
(: 049 9561 6420
www.lasco.com

(: 01865 775 412

www.micassimulations.co.uk

www.thecbm.co.uk
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PAUL KIRK FORMING LTD

(: 01522 693 646

www.pkforming.com

Lincolnshire LN6 7HE

PIETRO RIMOLDI & C SRL

(: 00 39 0 331 504 449

www.rimoldi.it

Italy

SMS GROUP

TIMET UK LTD

(: 01386 802 020

www.2020solarpv.com

Worcestershire WR8 9LW

ADVANCED FORMING RESEARCH CENTRE

(: 0121 356 1155

AIM INTERNET

www.timet.com

West Midlands B6 7UR

2020 HEATING LTD/2020 SOLAR PV

(: 01606 551 421

www.sms-group.co.uk

Derbyshire S41 9FG

COMMERCIAL

Renfrew PA4 9LJ

(: 07816 071 112

www.aiminternet.co.uk

West Midlands B1 1BD

ALTAIR ENGINEERING

(: 01926 468 600

www.altairengineering.co.uk

Warwickshire CV32 4JG

(: 045 762 53201

Denmark

www.aptgroup.com

BAUROMAT UK LTD

(: 01684 575 757

www.bauromat.com

Shropshire TF3 3AT

BOWERS & JONES LTD

(: 01902 732 110

www.bowersjones.com

Staffordshire WV10 7QZ

DAYTON PROGRESS LTD

(: 01926 484 192

www.daytonprogress.co.uk

Warwickshire CV8 1NP

DREHER AUTOMATION

(: 0049 7454 881 640
www.dreher.de

Germany D- 72172

HAUCK HEAT TREATMENT UK LTD
West Midlands CV5 9PF

West Midlands WV6 7UQ

OERLIKON BALZERS COATING LTD
Buckinghamshire MK7 8AT

Buckinghamshire MK2 3JJ

SANKYO OILLESS INDUSTRY GMBH
Essex CO4 9QX

(: 0789 149 9146

www.isme.btck.co.uk

(: 01908 377 277
www.balzers.com

www.ryelandtoolmakers.co.uk

TOTAL METAL PRODUCTS
Gloucestershire GL17 9HP

www.crowe.co.uk

CYBER-WELD LTD

(: 07798 821509
www.cybrweld.co .uk

Southam CV47 1NE

E4ENVIRONMENT

(: 01743 343 403

www.e4environment.co.uk

Shropshire SY4 1BP

ECI SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS

(: 0333 123 0333

www.ecim1.eu

Cambridgeshire PE27 4AA

POWERSTAR

(: 0114 257 6200

www.powerstar.com

South Yorkshire S35 1QP

ESSEL ACOUSTICS LTD
West Midlands WV2 4DN

(: 07710 356663

www.esselacoustics.com

FBC MANBY BOWDLER SOLICITORS LLP

(: 01902 578 000

FORTRESS INTERLOCKS

(: 01902 349 000

www.fbcmb.co.uk

www.fortressinterlocks.com

West Midlands WV4 8FB

FUCHS LUBRICANTS (UK) LTD

(: 01782 203 700

www.fuchs.com/uk

Staffs ST1 5HU

GRAVITY RISK SERVICES

(: 07510 695 335

www.gravityriskservices.co.uk

Leicestershire LE7 1GP

HIGHLEY STEEL LTD

(: 01384 396 660

www.highleysteel.com

West Midlands DY8 1JN

(: 07986 088 195

IN-COMM TRAINING AND BUSINESS SERVICES LTD(: 01922 457 686

(: 01206 224 200

INDUSTRIAL RESPONSE FIRST AID TRAINING (: 07561 427 071

www.de.sankyo-oilless.com

www.technotrans.co.uk

THE BIFURCATED & TUBULAR RIVET COMPANY (: 01296 314 300
Buckinghamshire HP20 1DQ

(: 0121 543 1900

www.cec.uk.com

West Midlands B69 2DG

(: 020 3667 3593

RYELAND TOOLMAKERS
(: 01908 647 746
(PART OF MILTON KEYNES PRESSINGS GROUP)

TECHNOTRANS GRAPHICS LTD

CROWE U.K. LLP

Middlesex HA8 6NU

www.impression-technologies.com

INSTITUTE OF SHEET METAL ENGINEERING

Germany

(: 07501 221 728

(: 0121 327 2020

www.hauckht.co.uk

West Midlands B6 7EE

IMPRESSION TECHNOLOGIES

CONTROL ENERGY COSTS LTD
Surrey CR5 1BN

SHEET METAL
AP&T UK

(: 0141 534 5200

www.strath.ac.uk/afrc

www.bifandtub.co.uk

(: 01594 543 222

www.totalmetalproducts.com

www.in-comm.co.uk

West Midlands WS9 8UG

www.industrial-response.co.uk

Worcestershire B97 5PY

JONATHAN LEE RECRUITMENT LTD
West Midlands DY8 14Z

KUKA SYSTEMS UK LTD
West Midlands B62 8AN

LAKE CORROSION ENGINEERING
Worcestershire B98 8QJ

(: 01384 397 555
www.jonlee.co.uk

(: 0121 585 0888

www.kuka-systems.co.uk

(: 07948 352 008
www.lakecm.co.uk

LEAN ENGINEERING & MANUFACTURING ACADEMY (: 0121 359 0242
West Midlands B19 3NH

METALUBE LTD

Greater Manchester M44 5EG

www.lemacademy.co.uk

(: 0161 775 7771

www.metalube.co.uk

MOHS WORKPLACE HEALTH LTD

(: 0121 601 4041

PETROFER UK PLC

(: 01952 580 100

West Midlands B70 6PX
Shropshire TF7 4PW

PILZ AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGY
Northamptonshire NN18 8TJ

R & D TAX CLAIMS LTD
Shrewsbury SY4 4FA

www.mohs.co.uk

www.petrofer.co.uk

(: 01536 460 766
www.pilz.co.uk

(: 0845 003 0140

www.rdtaxclaims.co.uk

TOTAL UK LTD

(: 01977 636 303

ULTRA FACILITIES SERVICES

(: 0121 555 1300

Ferrybridge WF11 8JY
West Midlands B66 2PA

www.total.co.uk

www.ultrafacilitiesservices.com
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